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1.  Sew (2) rows of hearts together.  There are 5 hearts in each row. Press seams as desired & set aside.

2.  Sew (2) rows of X’s & O’s as X, O, X, O.  Each row has (2) X’s and (2) O’s. Press seams as desired.

3.  Arrange rows & sashing strips as shown in colored diagram. (Fig. 1). (Sashing strips are intentionally left 
longer than needed - trim after sewing.)  We recommend starching block rows prior to stitching - completed 
blocks have bias sections and will stretch. Be careful not to stretch rows when adding sashing strips. Stitch 
rows from top to bottom - do not stitch through heart points and X’s points.  After stitching all rows, trim 
sashing strips & square up completed quilt center as needed. Press as desired. Completed quilt center 
should measure approximately 40.5” X 40.5”.

General Instructions:
All seams are 1/4” unless otherwise noted. RST= right sides together.

4.  Use (2) C 2.5” X WOF border strips. Attach strips to right & left sides of completed quilt (Strips are intention-
ally left longer than needed). Trim border strips even with quilt top & bottom. Completed quilt should now 
measure approximately 44.5“ X 40.5”.

5. Use (3) C 2.5” X WOF strips for top & bottom borders. Depending on your exact seam sizes and actual WOF 
size, you will likely need to piece top & bottom borders.  Three strips are allowed - decide preferred seam 
placement & piece as desired.

After piecing (if needed) border strips, attach strips to top & bottom of quilt.  Note: We suggest leaving 
border pieces a few inches longer than 44.5” - trim excess after attaching borders.

6. Quilt & bind as desired.

 

Fabric:  A  (4) 1.5” X WOF strips for sashing                     C (10) 2.5” X WOF strips for binding                                        
              I   (5) 2.5” X WOF strips for borders

Quilt Assembly
Fort Worth Fabric  Studio’s Love  Supreme Quilt

Fig. 1


